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DESCRIPTION
Venice Freestanding 6 Jet DE Whirlpool Bath |
Black,White or Steel Skirt
Venice Freestanding Double Ended 1700 or 1800 mm 6 Jet
Whirlpool Bath
Supplied with either Black, White or Brushed Steel skirt.
Key Features
6 Jet Chrome Whirlpool System
V-Tec Self Draining Jets and Pipe Work
Built in safety suction with bath waste
1700 x 750 x 550 mm or 1800 x 800 x 550 mm White Lucite
Acrylic
Reinforced Encapsulated Base
White, Black or Brushed Steel Acrylic Skirt
Chrome On/Off
Chrome Air +/- allowing you to control jet performance
Supplied and manufactured by the UK's leading Whirlpool
Bath supplier
This stunning free standing bath comes complete with a
fantastic massage system comprising of 6 whirlpool jets which
give you powerful body massage.
If you want to take advantage of the low price on this bath by
adding some upgrades then their are plenty are available.
Why not add some underwater lighting or add a 16 jet spa
system.
All upgrades are fully fitted and tested before the bath is
dispatched to you.
Bath & System Specification
In these days when components are made all over the world
and of uncertain quality, we have a policy of only purchasing
pumps and components manufactured in Britain.
These are sourced exclusively from Spatec, the biggest UK
manufacturer who have been manufacturing in the UK for 25
years. All products conform to to the latest regulations British
Standards, TUV and CE. In our 19 years of manufacturing
whirlpool baths we like the ease and comfort of talking to a
British supplier who is on hand readily in the unlikely event of a
problem. A team of UK based engineers are on hand if
required.
Please note that if you order extra jets or lighting then the
delivery time will be extended slightly.
Watch the Chromotherapy Lighting upgrade in action. Click
Here To View
Delivery time:- 5 - 7 working days. If you are not quite ready to
take delivery just send us a message after ordering and we
can hold until you are ready.

Warranty
We offer a comprehensive warranty on all Whirlpool Baths and
have been trading on eBay since 2004. All our products are
manufactured in the UK using European components.
25 Year Shell Warranty
10 Year Pipe Warranty
2 Year Pump Warranty
Delivery
5 - 7 working days

